Abstract: Peer assessment has been shown to be useful in a variety of educational contexts, but there is a scarcity of research on how prior experience affects university students’ perceptions of this form of assessment. This study evaluates whether experience with peer assessment of oral presentations influences the perceptions and self-efficacy of university students as assessors. In the study, 58 university students completed a comprehensive questionnaire before and after assessing the oral presentations of their peers. The results indicate that prior to the assessment the students reported having limited experience, but they considered this practice beneficial to their learning. Afterwards, they showed a higher degree of agreement regarding their confidence in the ability of their peers to assess both superficial aspects and the content of the presentations. In addition, the experience helped them to feel that their ability to assess their peers was not inferior to that of their classmates. It may therefore be concluded that practice and training in peer assessment improve the students’ perception of this form of assessment, although a single session is insufficient. Consistent and extended training is crucial to achieve a substantial impact.
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1. Introduction

Peer assessment is a strategy that requires students to assess the work of their peers by providing feedback based on pre-established criteria [1]. This is a relatively widespread practice in higher education classrooms, especially those where the teaching staff face a heavy assessment workload [2]. The fact that there are more students than teachers in the classroom means that peer assessment contributes towards an increase in the frequency of feedback [3]. This reduces teacher workload [4] while optimizing resources, allowing teachers to focus on the students most in need of their assistance [5].

One of the aspects that makes peer assessment useful is the resulting process of peer-to-peer communication regarding performance and assessment criteria [6]. Other authors have pointed out that elaborated feedback involving discussion and negotiation leads to a higher level of learning (e.g., [7,8]).

1.1. Peer Assessment: Experiences and Support Measures to Improve Its Effectiveness

Many studies have described the benefits of peer assessment. Firstly, it improves academic performance at different educational levels and in different subject areas [5]. Secondly, it provides students with skills that allow them to apply standards, criteria and accountability in their own assessment process [9].

Peer assessment has proven to be effective in the specific case of oral presentations. Murillo-Zamorano and Montanero [10] conducted a study involving a total of 32 university students who were divided into two experimental conditions: peer assessment of oral presentations with rubric and traditional teacher assessment. The results showed that peer assessment with rubric improved oral presentation scores by 10%, while teacher
assessment only improved them by 5%. However, the improvements were not sustained in the long term, evidencing the need for more prolonged training. According to Dunbar, Brooks and Kubicka-Miller [11], the inadequacy of a brief instructional process is due to the difficulty students have transferring improvements in presentation skills to new content. To facilitate this transition of skills, it is necessary to incorporate support into the instructional intervention. These supports should include elements such as self-assessment and the opportunity for dialogue with peers and teachers about the assessment criteria and the presentation process itself. This approach encourages further reflection, allowing students to make connections with previous experiences. It also allows identification of possible difficulties that might arise in their future practice. Active engagement in dialogue with peers and teachers provides valuable strategies to address these difficulties [12].

This study did not analyze the students’ perception of peer assessment, an aspect that was considered by Dickson et al. [13]. These latter authors also identified numerous benefits of peer assessment for the oral presentation skills of university students, including improved grades, greater understanding of the assessment criteria, greater confidence and reduced anxiety compared to those who did not apply this mode of assessment. Exposure to different ideas and styles of solving the same task and interaction with the assessment criteria promotes the critical thinking [14] of both the assessor and the assessed in online education contexts with Secondary Education students. Peer assessment enriches the assessing student’s metacognitive skills and ability to identify problems [1]. Although the role of the assessor is more demanding, the ability to effectively interpret and implement suggestions for improvement has also been shown to generate difficulties [15]. More specifically, a study exploring students’ responses to an assessment via an online platform revealed that those who perceived the feedback as beneficial were more willing to acknowledge their mistakes and make changes. On the other hand, those who did not find the feedback useful adopted a more defensive attitude. It is important to take into account certain limitations when interpreting the results of this study, as the length of the records analyzed did not provide detailed information about the students, such as their previous experience with peer assessment, or details about the original task being assessed. In any case, the correct application of suggestions involves the activation of advanced cognitive processes [16], even for university students, necessitating specific training.

However, students have difficulty providing high-quality feedback and tend to remain at a superficial level [17,18]. The first difficulty is linked to the integration of suggestions for improvement, which depends on both the quality of the comment and the frequency with which it is repeated; hence, low-quality comments often overlap with those of high quality, thus explaining the gaps in interaction [18]. Another complication is related to the skills of the assessed aspect, as described in study [17]. It was observed that students with lower writing skills improved their texts after a co-assessment with rubric, while those with more advanced skills showed no improvement. It is known that students who interact with peers of a higher level have the opportunity to improve their knowledge and skills, according to the constructivist approach.

To enhance feedback quality, various measures can be implemented, including establishing clear assessment criteria [19], promoting peer assessment among peers with similar skill levels [20] and anonymizing the peer assessment process [21]. This latter measure allows for more critical comments to be made [22], improves engagement with the process and avoids the influence of social relationships [23,24].

Another useful measure is the use of peer assessment support tools such as online systems, assessment rubrics, checklists, scripts with open-ended questions and rating scales [10,25,26]. These types of instruments facilitate objective and consistent assessment, helping to mitigate the variability that arises when different assessors carry out assessments of the same aspect [27]. In addition, looking over these tools prior to the execution of an activity is beneficial in order to better understand the expectations and requirements of the task [4,28].
However, for peer assessment to be effective it is necessary to provide adequate training on the use of these tools and ensure due understanding of the assessment criteria [29]. Lack of experience also influences the quality of assessments [30], and it is necessary to help students understand what is considered to be good performance in order for them to provide effective feedback [31]. Furthermore, undertaking an exploration of students’ attitudes toward peer assessment is a relevant next step, as it enriches our comprehension of this practice. This exploration will be conducted in the following section.

1.2. Student Perceptions of Peer Assessment

Students’ attitudes towards peer assessment tend to be positive both before and after their participation in this type of experience, which stimulates its performance and learning [32]. However, students’ perceptions appear to be linked to their level of commitment to the assessment process; the more accountable they are, the better the assessment and the more favorable their perception of the task [33].

Djelil et al. [34] performed a study involving 48 university students in higher education. Although the sample size was relatively small, they found that following an adaptation period, during which students initially preferred assessment by teachers or known peers, they gradually developed more positive attitudes towards peer assessment. This suggests that prior experience with this assessment mode contributes towards more favorable student attitudes [35] and positive evolutions of their perceptions as they are exposed to more peer assessment opportunities [36]. In addition, frequent participation in peer assessment activities improves confidence in feedback-giving skills and self-efficacy [37], based on Zimmerman’s [38] classic definition. This author defines self-efficacy as people’s judgements of their own capabilities in the performance of a task.

However, some studies had contradictory results. For example, Gaspar et al. [39] conducted a study in which 186 university students completed a comprehensive questionnaire. The results showed that prior experience did not have a significant impact on students’ perception of their self-efficacy as assessors.

On the other hand, some researchers highlight that self-efficacy in peer assessment can be improved through the use of assessment rubrics [40]. Despite this, it has been observed that not all students feel fully competent and confident in their ability to assess their peers. Vanderhoven et al. [41] found that a considerable proportion of secondary school students disagreed or were hesitant about determining their level of competence or self-efficacy in peer assessment. This discrepancy is possibly due to the fact that students’ individual assessment skills influence their perception.

Despite its benefits, peer assessment can raise concerns among students. Spiller [9] and Kollar and Fisher [42] found that students tend to believe that only teachers are qualified to assess. The study by Koh et al. [43] noted that some students and teachers disagreed with the peer assessment ratings, perceiving them as dishonest. These types of feelings can generate discomfort when being critical of peers [44], despite the fact that assessing one’s peers helps to reflect on the improvement of one’s own work.

Despite these concerns, there is a strong correlation between student and teacher assessments, even when the perception of a group of students is negative [45]. To address this problem, Reily et al. [46] suggested adding multiple rounds of assessment. Their study highlighted the important role of both the quantity and quality of written feedback in the effectiveness of peer reviews. Students who receive feedback from multiple peers tend to be more satisfied [47]. Pearce et al. [48] proposed having at least two or three reviewers per task. Song et al. [49] found that with five reviews, accuracy is increased and reviews similar to those of teachers are obtained [50,51].

In the context described above, studies have been conducted on the effectiveness of peer assessment in oral presentations by university students, together with research exploring students’ perceptions of this assessment mode. However, none of them have addressed how students’ perceptions of their self-efficacy as assessors and that of their peers vary after participating in a peer assessment of an oral presentation. Therefore, this
study aims to analyze whether prior experience of peer assessment of oral presentations has an effect on university students’ perception of this assessment method. More specifically, we aim to answer the following questions:

1. What are undergraduate students’ perceptions of the effectiveness of peer assessment in oral presentation tasks?
2. To what extent does participation in peer assessment activities influence students’ perceived self-efficacy as assessors of their peers’ oral presentations?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

A total of 58 students (70.7% female and 29.3% male) were selected by way of convenience sampling to participate in the study, which consisted of completion of a specially designed questionnaire at two different times. The participants were enrolled in the bachelor’s degree in primary education at the Faculty of Education and Psychology of the University of Extremadura.

It is noteworthy that 84.8% of the participants mentioned that they had not recently engaged in peer assessment activities at university level. Furthermore, a significant percentage (43.5%) of those who reported participation were unable to recall whether the professor considered the peer’s grade when making the final assessment. Table 1 illustrates the distribution of the total sample.

Table 1. Sample distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Peer Assessment Participations by the Student</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Count (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None/Few</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18 (88.24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>38 (92.68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>53 (91.38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quite a few</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2 (11.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3 (7.32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5 (8.62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Data Collection Procedure

The students completed the questionnaire at two different times with a three-week gap between them, before and after participating in the peer assessment of their classmates’ oral presentations on the topic of tutorial action in primary education. A simple checklist was used which had previously been modeled. The modeling of the tool involved a short training session lasting approximately 30 min, which was provided by one of the researchers. During this interactive session, the criteria of the tool were explained in detail and its practical application was illustrated through concrete examples. Active participation of the participants was encouraged by providing opportunities for questions and clarifications.

The checklist was based on a similar previous study [10]. The criteria included the adequacy of the visual support, whether it was used frequently during the presentation and whether it aided better understanding of the ideas. The clarity of the development of the ideas was also assessed, including whether the speaker explained all the ideas clearly, following a common thread and highlighting the most relevant ones. The assessment was anonymous and reciprocal.

The questionnaire was shared through Google Forms in the virtual space of the subject, in which the experience was carried out. The participation of the students was voluntary and they were previously informed of the purpose for which the data would be processed and the objective of the study.
Subsequently, their informed consent to participate in the study was expressly requested, duly guaranteeing confidentiality and anonymity of the participants.

2.3. Instruments

The questionnaire designed by Gaspar et al. [39] entitled “Questionnaire to evaluate the perception of university students regarding peer evaluation in writing tasks” was adapted for this study. The original version of the questionnaire had a validity of 0.83 and a reliability of 0.85. The adaptation involved replacing writing, the skill for which the original questionnaire was designed, with oral presentations, the skill under study in this article. In addition, dimension 5, relating to specific writing feedback issues, was removed. The final questionnaire applied consisted of a total of 19 questions intended to collect information relating to four dimensions (see Appendix A). Most of the questions were answered using a five-point Likert scale, where the response options ranged from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” and from “never” to “always”. Table 2 shows the dimensions of the final version of the questionnaire, the number of questions contained in each dimension and the type of questions asked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Typology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sociodemographic Identification Data.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aims to identify the gender of the participants.</td>
<td>Closed nominal dichotomous question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Assessment Experiences.</td>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Aims to determine the nature and amount of prior peer assessment experience of the participants.</td>
<td>Four-point Likert scale question (from none to many) (question 2) and closed nominal polytomous questions (questions 3 and 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influential Factors in Peer Assessment.</td>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Aims to analyze whether knowledge and training influence peer assessment.</td>
<td>Closed nominal polytomous questions with five-point Likert scale response options (from strongly disagree to strongly agree and from never to always).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy as an evaluator in peer assessment.</td>
<td>14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aims to understand how students perceive and use the suggestions for improvement made by their peers during peer assessment.</td>
<td>Closed nominal polytomous questions with five-point Likert scale response options (from strongly disagree to strongly agree and from never to always).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 19

Source: Adapted from Gaspar et al. [39].

2.4. Data Analysis

The data were analyzed using the SPSS statistical program (v.21). A descriptive analysis with percentages was performed to examine the perception of university students regarding the questionnaire items before and after the peer assessment experience. Subsequently, to analyze whether participation in peer assessment improves the perception of university students as assessors, statistical tests were performed to determine whether or not the distribution of the data allowed the application of parametric tests. Finally, the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test was applied to identify possible differences before and after peer assessment of the oral presentations. The improvement of perceptions was assessed by comparing the means for each question, taking into account the respective standard deviations, in relation to the timing of the experience.

3. Results

Figure 1 presents the results relating to the influence of knowledge and training on peer assessment of university students before participating in a prior experience. Meanwhile,
Figure 1 presents the results relating to the influence of knowledge and training on peer assessment of university students before and after a prior experience. Thirdly, Figures 3 and 4 show the self-efficacy of university students as assessors of oral presentations before and after the experience. Finally, Table 3 compares the responses obtained before and after participating in the peer assessment. It is important to note that the content of the figures and tables does not correspond exactly to that of the questionnaire, as it is an abbreviated version. Appendix A contains the complete version of the content of these elements.

3. Results

Figure 2 presents data reflecting the influence of knowledge and training on peer assessment of university students after a prior experience. Thirdly, Figures 3 and 4 show the self-efficacy of university students as assessors of oral presentations before and after the experience. Finally, Table 3 compares the responses obtained before and after participating in the peer assessment. It is important to note that the content of the figures and tables does not correspond exactly to that of the questionnaire, as it is an abbreviated version. Appendix A contains the complete version of the content of these elements.
Q7: I think my peers are more qualified than I am to give feedback on my tasks.  3.83  0.85  4.03  0.86  0.21

Q8: When a peer provides suggestions for improvement on a task, I listen carefully.  78.26% of the respondents expressed strong agreement. Likewise, 58.70% agreed that if they feel unable to assess and make useful comments on a peer's work, they ask to clarify any doubts before grading.

Q9: I feel that my ability to assess my peers is lower than what they demonstrate when assessing me.  30.43% of respondents strongly agree that if they do not understand any issue in the assessment process, an average decrease was observed after participating in the peer assessment experience. Expressed as a decrease was observed after participating in the peer assessment experience and remained at 37.93% after its completion.

Q10: I believe my suggestions are genuinely valuable for a peer to make improvements.  71.74% of respondents strongly agree that if the task to be assessed corresponds to a very close colleague, they are likely to give him/her a higher grade. This percentage shifted from 45.65% before engaging in the peer assessment process to 37.93% after its completion.

Q11: When it comes to assessing the tasks of others, I don't feel confident to evaluate aspects of presentation design.  3.1. Perception of University Students Regarding Peer Assessment of Oral Presentations as a Student Evaluated before and after an Experience

In relation to the influence of knowledge and training on peer assessment of university students before assessing oral presentations, it can be seen in Figure 1 that most of the students surveyed are very willing to make useful suggestions for improvement and to clarify doubts if they do not understand something (Q8: 91.30%; Q9: 84.78%).

Regarding students' perception of their peers' ability to assess design aspects in a presentation (Q7), 52.17% of the respondents expressed strong agreement. Likewise, 58.70%
believed that peer assessment positively influences their learning and helps them to make improvements (Q5).

However, regarding the ability of peers to assess oral presentations (Q6), only 43.48% of students strongly agreed. In addition, 39.13% said they preferred to be assessed by a teacher rather than a peer (Q10).

Finally, a large proportion of the students surveyed preferred the assessments by their peers to be previously reviewed by the teacher before receiving them (Q11: 65.22%). See Figure 1.

After carrying out the assessment, Figure 2 shows that a large majority of the respondents listen carefully and take into account suggestions for improvement of the task (Q8). It is noteworthy that after the intervention, the percentage of agreement with this question decreased from 91.30% to 81.03%. In addition, most respondents agreed that assessment influences their learning and helps them make improvements (Q5: 75.86%); after participation in the peer assessment experience, the degree of agreement increased for this question from 58.70% to 75.86%.

It can also be seen that 72.41% of the respondents ask questions if they do not understand any issue or disagree when suggestions for improvement are made (Q9), as well as preferring that the assessments made by their peers are previously reviewed by the teacher before receiving them (Q11: 63.79%). In addition, 51.72% of the respondents find it easier to understand the language in which their peers express themselves when assessing them compared to that of the teacher (Q12).

On the other hand, the results show that there is a division between those who prefer to be assessed by a teacher and those who prefer to be assessed by a peer; more specifically, 32.76% do not like to be assessed by a peer and prefer to be assessed by a teacher (Q10).

Only 1.72% of respondents strongly disagreed that they listen carefully and take into account suggestions for improvement of a task (Q8) and 6.90% of respondents strongly disagreed that they prefer the assessments by their peers to be previously reviewed by the teacher before receiving them (Q11).

3.2. Self-Efficacy of University Students as Assessors of ORAL Presentations before and after a Peer Assessment Experience

Regarding the self-efficacy of university students as assessors before proceeding with the peer assessment, it can be seen in Figure 3 that 78.26% of the respondents strongly agree that if they do not understand any issue in the assessment of their peers’ tasks, they ask to clarify doubts before correcting (Q15). Furthermore, 78.26% of the respondents strongly agree that if they feel unable to assess and make useful comments on a peer’s task, they ask for help from other peers or the teacher (Q18).

On the other hand, 71.74% of the respondents strongly agree that they believe their suggestions are valid for a peer to implement improvements (Q16), while 65.22% strongly disagree that they feel their ability to assess their peers is lower than what their peers demonstrate when they assess them (Q19).

Finally, 30.43% of the respondents consider their current training insufficient to effectively and meaningfully assess the work of their colleagues (Q17) and 45.65% strongly agree that if the task to be assessed corresponds to a very close colleague, they are likely to give him/her a higher grade (Q14).

After performing the peer assessment, it can be seen in Figure 4 that the vast majority of respondents strongly agree that if they do not understand any issue in the assessment of other peers’ tasks, they ask to clarify doubts before correcting them (Q15: 81.03%). This value only increased by close to 3% after participating in the peer assessment experience.

Also worth mentioning is the particular case of two questions whose percentages of agreement decreased after participating in the experience. Firstly, if the students feel unable to assess and make useful comments on a peer’s task, they are less inclined to ask for help from peers or the teacher than they were before participating in the experience (Q18: before = 78.26%; after = 77.59%). In contrast, their agreement regarding the likelihood of
assigning a higher grade when evaluating a task from a close peer also decreased (Q14). It is noteworthy that this percentage shifted from 45.65% before engaging in the peer assessment experience to 37.93% after its completion.

On the other hand, respondents broadly agree with the belief that their suggestions are relevant for a colleague to make improvements (Q16), experiencing an increase from 71.74% initially to 72.41% after their participation in the experience.

3.3. Differences in the Responses Obtained before and after Peer Assessment by the University Student

Next, the responses obtained before and after the peer assessment by the university student were compared. The non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test was applied with a 95% confidence level to identify possible differences between the two groups. After participating in the experience, significant differences were identified in both the consideration of the peer’s grade by the teacher during the final assessment (U: −2.26; p < 0.05) and in the influence of the relationship between peers in the assessment process (U: −2.2; p < 0.05), indicating a decrease in this tendency.

It is true that other relatively large differences were observed in the means of some items, although they were not significant. For example, in item 7, which measured the degree of agreement with respect to the greater capacity of peers to assess aspects of design versus content, an average decrease was observed after participating in the peer assessment experience. There was also an increase after the peer assessment in the mean of item 6, referring to the adequacy of knowledge on the part of the participants to assess the performance of their fellow peers. Similarly, there was an important increase in the mean for the item relating to better understanding of peer language compared to that of the teacher when assessing (Q12). See Table 3.

Table 3. Differences in the responses obtained before and after performing the peer assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>PRE-TEST</th>
<th>POST-TEST</th>
<th>DIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q5: Peer assessment has an impact on my learning and assists me in making improvements to the task.</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6: I believe my peers have sufficient knowledge to evaluate my performance on a task.</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7: I think my peers are more qualified to evaluate aspects of presentation design than its content.</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8: When a peer provides suggestions for improvement on a task, I listen carefully and take them into consideration.</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9: When a peer gives me suggestions for improvement, I ask questions if I don't understand something or disagree.</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10: I don’t like being assessed by a peer; I prefer to be assessed by a teacher.</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11: I prefer that assessments made by my peers are reviewed by the instructor before receiving them.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12: I understand my peers’ language when they evaluate me better than the way the instructor expresses it.</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13: My relationship with my peer influences how they assess me.</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>−0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14: If the task to evaluate is produced by a very close peer (friend), I am likely to give them a higher score.</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>−0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>PRE-TEST</th>
<th>POST-TEST</th>
<th>DIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dt</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15: When it comes to assessing the tasks of other peers, if I don’t understand something, I try to ask them to clarify any doubts before grading.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16: I believe my suggestions are genuinely valuable for a peer to make improvements.</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q17: My current training is insufficient to effectively and meaningfully assess my peers’ work.</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q18: If I feel incapable of reviewing and providing helpful feedback on a peer’s task, I seek assistance from peers or the instructor.</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Statistically significant differences: (*) \( p < 0.05 \).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

This research aims to analyze whether prior experience with peer assessment of oral presentations affects university students’ perception of this assessment mode and their self-efficacy. The study included a total of 58 students enrolled in the bachelor’s degree in primary education at the Faculty of Education and Psychology of the University of Extremadura. These students completed a specially designed questionnaire at two different times. Each research question is discussed below.

In relation to students’ perception of the effectiveness of evaluative feedback from their peers in oral presentation assessment tasks, the results suggest that peer assessment may positively influence students’ willingness to consider their peers’ suggestions for improvement and may also be related to increased confidence in their own assessment skills. This implies that they must apply critical thinking skills to identify strengths and weaknesses in the work of their peers [52,53], as well as providing skills in the application of standards and criteria [9].

In both cases, we can affirm that the respondents value when a peer makes suggestions for improvement of a task and ask if they do not understand any issue or disagree, promoting student independence in the assessment process [9].

Following the experience, the participants suggested that assessment is an important factor in their learning and value suggestions for improvement and prior review of assessments by the teacher, but they also indicated that there is some uncertainty and varied preferences regarding the ability and efficacy of peers as assessors. It should be noted that the quality of the feedback a student receives in the peer assessment can affect his or her learning experience. This aspect is discussed by Ada and Majid [21] in their study, which seeks to identify strategies to improve student engagement and motivation in the review process.

In relation to the second objective, relating to the students’ perceptions of their self-efficacy in peer assessment of an oral presentation task, several changes were observed after the experience. On the one hand, the influence of the students’ knowledge and training in peer assessment determined the degree of confidence in their ability to understand their peers’ tasks or, alternatively, a lesser willingness to seek clarification. On the other hand, in terms of student self-efficacy as an assessor, experience in peer assessment was found to foster a gradual improvement in students’ confidence in their assessment skills. In line with the results obtained by Loureiro and Gomes [30], this study also identified that lack of experience negatively affected the quality of the assessments, suggesting a possible relationship with lack of confidence.

In addition, the respondents took into account clarity and accuracy when assessing other peers’ tasks and sought help when they felt unable to perform an effective assessment.
There is a division between those who believe that their ability to assess their peers is lower and those who do not. In this sense, it would be interesting to carry out symmetrical feedback between students of approximately the same abilities, as proposed in the study by Rød and Nubdal [20]. This study suggests that further guidance and training is required to enable students to critically engage with academic content and provide constructive feedback.

On the other hand, this type of assessment activity could also be complemented with some kind of reward for the work done to help maintain the commitment and motivation of the students. Ada and Majid [21] and Gunnarsson and Alterman [54] suggested using a badge assignment system as a strategy to encourage students’ active participation. In their study, they analyzed the feedback students gave each other by “liking” their posts or awarding them badges.

In general, the students indicated that they did not have much experience with peer assessment. However, those who had participated in such activities found them to be a satisfying experience even before conducting the peer assessment. This is in line with the study by Lladó et al. [32], which found that peer assessment promotes cooperation and collaboration among students, giving them the opportunity to work together to assess and improve their work.

Indeed, before proceeding with the peer assessment the respondents indicated that it could have a positive impact on their learning and academic performance. However, when working with students with no prior experience of this type of assessment, it is particularly important to explain the nature of the whole process and the implications of their decisions so that they better understand the nature of assessment rubrics and do not underestimate the final value of their assessments. Therefore, it is necessary to learn how to put this assessment methodology into practice, as indicated by Liu and Carless [6], who highlight the role of student feedback in peer assessment and its importance in student learning.

Finally, the results show that the relationship with a peer is not a determining factor in the manner of their assessment. This could suggest that after the assessment experience the students acquired greater objectivity and separation between the personal relationship and the academic assessment. Still, it would be interesting to use double-blind peer assessment models, with studies by Rød and Nubdal [20], Mulder et al. [55] and Papinczak et al. [24] confirming their effectiveness. In their research, it was found that the majority of students had a positive perception of double-blind peer reviews and that the quality of students’ final papers improved significantly after the peer review process.

In conclusion, this study has examined the impact of prior experience with peer assessment on undergraduate students’ perceptions of oral presentation assessment and their self-efficacy. The results suggest that peer assessment positively influences students’ openness to feedback and confidence in their assessment skills. The study underscores the importance of cultivating critical thinking and clarifying the assessment process, especially for students with limited experience. Changes in student self-efficacy were observed, influenced by knowledge and training in peer assessment. The research suggests potential benefits of implementing symmetrical feedback and explores strategies such as a badge assignment system to motivate student participation. Overall, the findings provide valuable insights to improve our understanding of the dynamics of peer assessment and its positive effects on students’ learning experiences.

4.1. Practical Contributions

The current study extends the understanding of the relationship between peer assessment and students’ affective domain. Although the results are not entirely conclusive, they suggest that the affectivity of both the assessed and assessors may have an impact on their ability to offer and assimilate suggestions for improvement, respectively. Although not considered as the determining factor for improved academic performance in a peer assessment context, it is plausible that behavior and self-efficacy have a subtle effect on the performance of students who participate in peer assessment practices.
Our findings have several practical implications for teachers and educational researchers interested in implementing peer assessment. First, it is crucial for educators to recognize the differences in learning processes between the assessors and the assessed in the context of peer assessment. Modeling and training must be provided to foster the assessors’ sense of self-efficacy and the confidence of the assessed in their peers’ abilities. This training should focus on providing specific and constructive feedback. Secondly, the findings underline the importance of developing support tools to guide assessors regarding the type of feedback to provide and also to help the assessed to reflect on the feedback received. Assessors should also be encouraged to promote affective comments that offer socio-emotional support to their peers by acknowledging their achievements. The promotion of ‘mindful reception’ of feedback is considered essential [56], creating the need for mixed approaches in future research to further understand how peer assessment affects diverse participants under the conditions not only of the intervention, but also cultural and subjective conditions inherent in the process.

4.2. Limitations

It is important to mention certain limitations affecting the development of this study. It should be pointed out that the sample is small and has been selected using convenience sampling, which means that the results obtained cannot be generalized. We therefore recommend that the study be replicated using sample selection methods and research conditions that allow the results to be generalized. A further limitation is the unequal gender distribution in our sample resulting from the particular characteristics of our study population. We plan to address this limitation in future research by seeking a more balanced sample to further explore the possible influence of gender on perceptions during peer assessment. It would also be interesting to explore further the use of multiple rounds of assessment, the practical implementation and effectiveness of these measures in a variety of contexts, such as TEFL settings, variations in educational culture and scenarios where summative assessment is required. All of these areas are yet to be thoroughly investigated.
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Appendix A

Dimension 1. Sociodemographic Identification Data.
1. Gender: Female, Male.

Dimension 2. Peer Assessment Experiences.
2. How many times have you been assessed by a peer? None, Few, Several, Many.
3. Have you recently participated in peer assessment activities in the university context? Yes, No, I don’t remember.
4. If the answer to the previous question is affirmative, did the instructor take into account the peer’s grade when making the final assessment? Yes, No, I don’t remember.

**Dimension 3. Influential factors in peer assessment.**

Rate from 1 to 5 in each case according to the scale proposed in each question:

Scale for questions 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13: 1 (strongly disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (neutral), 4 (agree) and 5 (strongly agree).

Scale for questions 8, 9: 1 (never), 2 (almost never), 3 (sometimes), 4 (almost always) and 5 (always).

5. Peer assessment has an impact on my learning and assists me in making improvements to the task (in the case of resubmission).

6. I believe my peers have sufficient knowledge to evaluate my performance on a task.

7. I think my peers are more qualified to evaluate aspects of presentation design than its content.

8. When a peer provides suggestions for improvement on a task, I listen carefully and take them into consideration.

9. When a peer gives me suggestions for improvement, I ask questions if I don’t understand something or disagree.

10. I don’t like being assessed by a peer; I prefer to be assessed by a teacher.

11. I prefer that assessments made by my peers are reviewed by the instructor before receiving them.

12. I understand my peers’ language when they evaluate me better than the way the instructor expresses it.

13. My relationship with my peer influences how they assess me.

**Dimension 4. Self-efficacy as an evaluator in peer assessment.**

Rate from 1 to 5 in each case according to the scale proposed in each question:

Scale for questions 14, 16, 17, 19: 1 (strongly disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (neutral), 4 (agree) and 5 (strongly agree).

Scale for questions 15, 18: 1 (never), 2 (almost never), 3 (sometimes), 4 (almost always) and 5 (always).

14. If the task to evaluate is produced by a very close peer (friend), I am likely to give them a higher score.

15. When it comes to assessing the tasks of other peers, if I don’t understand something, I try to ask them to clarify any doubts before grading.

16. I believe my suggestions are genuinely valuable for a peer to make improvements.

17. My current training is insufficient to effectively and meaningfully assess my peers’ work.

18. If I feel incapable of reviewing and providing helpful feedback on a peer’s task, I seek assistance from peers or the instructor.

19. I feel that my ability to assess my peers is lower than what they demonstrate when assessing me.
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